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About This Game

Snailiens have traveled from across the universe in search of a scrumptious snack. Who could have known it would be Earth's
succulent cabbages? They'll stop at nothing to get their mucus covered tentacles on our little green treasures!

Snailiens is a high energy, tower defense shooter built from the ground up for VR. It combines the intensity of a shooter with a
more tactical approach in tower placement and upgrades. A powerful weapon and tower elemental system offers nearly limitless
ways to play! Get the Snailiens wet and then zap them or cover them in flammable goo then blow them up! You choose how you

want to fight off the tentacled invaders.

Features:

Play how you want with an arsenal of crazy weapons and towers. Think tactically by building walls and placing towers to
force Snailiens down your gauntlets of death.

An advanced elemental system adds complexity and depth to your strategy.

Enjoy a wacky story of aliens and their hunger for our cabbage. It’s a heartwarming tale of aliens just searching for
somewhere to call home.

Devise strategies to handle many types of Snailiens armed with different abilities!
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Title: Snailiens
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
562 Interactive
Publisher:
562 Interactive LLC.
Release Date: 20 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: Intel i5-4590 or AMD FX-8350

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970 or Radeon 290x or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

English
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In Call of Duty when you score a kill youre rewarded with a single ragdoll and +100xp in Airbuccaneers you are rewarded with
an exploding airship the screams of all the men you've just sent plummeting to their deaths!

Get this game!. Mystery Loss is a "match 3" game; obviously a phone game ported to PC.

Now, main issue, for me, is the continuous requests to "buy" something. I just can't stand it anymore. basically, the player can
"buy" bonuses ingame with money earned while playing.
While it's not real money, it still feels wrong to me, as far as I am concerned. This is basically a chance game where
origanization and skills have little impact. "Buying" stuff will lead the player to have extra bonuses ingame.

Anyway, it's still an OK game, considering the price.

I've played this for a little more than 2 hours without problem on Win 7 64 bit.. This game is very poorly made.

The controls feel incredibly sluggish. Looking around feels "off," as if there's mouse acceleration, and movement is fairly
floaty. Passing through a doorway causes the game to grind to a halt for a second to load the next area - not necessarily a huge
issue, except once the loading is done, it eats your inputs. Every single time you pass into or out of an area, you find yourself not
moving anymore, you need to let go of W and press it again. Checking for your inputs after a loading screen is basic stuff, and
combined with the slow movement speed, it just eats away at one's nerves.

All of that could be forgiven if the puzzles were good. They're not. The very mechanics of the game are bad, to the point where
I don't actually know how you're intended to solve half of them (I managed to exploit almost all of them - we'll come back to
that). The game starts off with you placing and removing blocks to platform, basic stuff, but satisfying. Before the game does
anything interesting with a mechanic, about a fifth of the way into the game, the entire concept of placing blocks is completely
abandoned until the very end.

The majority of the game is spent using green "blocks." The gimmick here is that you can't actually interact with the blocks, but
turn any collection of your placed blocks into pipes. This is where the entire premise of the game falls apart - the pipes
themselves are subject to physics, making them completely unreliable. And the game expects you to rely on them. You need to
make pipe bridges and cross them, without them falling over, or bugging out and falling over, or without you sliding off. You
need to jump up pipe pillars without them toppling, or without them bugging out and toppling, or without you sliding off.
Making pipes and pushing them around is a major mechanic here (I think), but pushing them is a trial of misery. It's a physics-
based puzzle game where you have little control over the physics.

In one level, I made a seesaw with an L-shaped pillar at one end. It was perfectly balanced. Apparently the player has no weight,
so it was stuck. Until I pushed the pillar at the end, at which point that side sunk down. I was pushing the thing I was standing on
and moving it around. Because physics.

Towards the end of the game - I'd say the final fifth - you get the ability to place antigravity pipes, which are exactly the same,
but they go up. Quite frankly, this is the only point where the pipes came close to being enjoyable - the fact that you could use
them as elevators made them much easier to work with, and there were some good ideas involving using both sets of pipes. Ideas
that would have worked MUCH better if they were blocks, or if they had at least followed less realistic physics that followed
more predictable rules.

There's also another white blocks section thrown in the middle of the red pipe section, as if the developer suddenly remembered
they had them in the game. I believe there is only a single puzzle in the "green section" that had white blocks, and it only had a
single one. There's basically no puzzles in the game that actually take advantage of combining the white squares with the pipes -
presumably because they'd be too easy to exploit. This game is actually terrified of letting you "cheat" - you can't jump and
place a block under you, nor can you peek over the edge of a block to place a new block there. Abilities that are arguably as
standard as jumping, and the game restricts them. Which, like before, wouldn't be a problem if the solutions to the puzzles were
logical - but I don't have the slightest idea how you're "expected" to solve most of them. I ended up solving most of them by
cheesing them, sliding pipes into awkward positions and making tight jumps, often ignoring most of the space I was given to
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work with.

Were those actually the intended solutions? Possibly. But while it can be liberating to solve a puzzle in a way the game didn't
intend for, it's not really gratifying when it doesn't feel like there was ever actually an intended solution. Ultimately, the real
crime here is that the game takes away player freedom to prevent players from breaking the game, yet the game is still easy to
break, so what was even the point?

And a minute to talk about the final "puzzle" (if you're willing to call it that). You have to build an elevator to go up a long
tunnel. So, naturally, the game gives you tons of antigravity blocks... and green blocks, and even white blocks. Why? Are they
useful here? Am I missing something? So I made an elevator, and it immediately went topsy-turvy. I guess your player model
actually does have weight. I made an elevator with railings, and made it a bit higher before falling out... just before the elevator
passed through the ending trigger and disappeared, taking its precious blocks with it. By the way, the game has no save feature,
you need to exit to the menu and reload whenever something like that happens.

Brief mentions about bugs: aside from the physics being terrible and the loading being a pain, I've had pipes spontaneously jump
into the air upon placement for no reason, I've had the ability to construct pipes completely disappear and require a restart, I've
fallen through the world (and as far as I was willing to check, there's no killplane down there), and been able to grab blocks
through the phase fields when you're not supposed to. Also, if you press the mouse buttons during the credits, you can hear the
sound effects of your gun. (Speaking of which, the train in this game has the goofiest and least-fitting sound effect ever).

Oh, and the puzzles in the second and fourth-to-last screenshots don't seem to be in the game.

This perhaps became more of a rant than a review, but I was extremely disappointed by this game. I hate judging games by their
price, but there is absolutely no way this game is worth close to the $13 pricetag. It wasn't even worth the less-than-three hours it
took to complete.. \u0418\u0433\u0440\u0430 \u0445\u043e\u0440\u043e\u0448\u043e \u0434\u0430\u0436\u0435
\u043e\u0447\u0435\u043d\u044c, \u043d\u043e \u0432\u043e\u0442 \u0441
\u043e\u043d\u043b\u0430\u0439\u043d\u043e\u043c \u043f\u0440\u043e\u0431\u043b\u0435\u043c\u0430 \u0442\u0430
\u0435\u0449\u0451. \u0418\u0433\u0440\u0435 \u043d\u0443\u0436\u0435\u043d \u043f\u0438\u0430\u0440. 6\/10
couldnt get sound to work. Where is the Turkish language?
The game's steam page was said to have support for the Turkish language, but did not come out with the support of the Turkish
language. They said they made a mistake. I received a return from Devolver Digital;
"Apologies, that was a mistake - there is no Turkish in the game. The store listing has been updated."

No longer a problem but a disappointment. Anyway thanks to Devolver Digital!

:(. The game has many minor bugs, but did not stop me from playing. The gameplay is extremely slow and I did not find this
game fun at all. Great concept, bad execution. Also, the developers went bankrupt and the game is now owned by the publisher
who are not supporting this game. Buy at your own risk. If you would like to see the gameplay, watch the first mission below!

https://youtu.be/75SSSq5fFqI. I think this game is very good for the price tag. Graphics looks great and it is very succesfull in
terms of immersion. Gameplay and design is original and variated enough with some interesting ideas. Obviously there's going
to be much better VR sci-fi games in the future but for now i think it sits amongst the best, therefore worth playing.

EDIT: after beating the game i second this evaluation i gave some times ago, i would like to add the reccomendation of going
through the optional Tutorial section before the actual game to better understand how things work.. That crow deserves a
vacation.. Just Terrible I Cant Really Add Anything Else To This
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I like it. It seems good for an alpha staged game. If you like sandbox kind of game with a bit of combat and challenges, i would
recommend this game. However this is in alpha stage after all, so if you want a complete, optimized and more refined game,
wait till its out of alpha.

Pros: Good visuals, wide variety of jobs and classes, interesting nobility feature, easy to play, relaxing sandbox kind of vibe

Cons: For the cons, i can't say without the knowledge of what is going to be implemented, added, or fixed. However what i do
want to get across to the developers is the AI behavior.

The only important suggestions I want to get across to the developers is the AI pathfinding and behavior.
:
For example, if you have 3 healers, and one injured peon, all three will target that peon instead of separating to target other sick
\/ injured peons.
:
Another behavior is that peons that are freezing, will attempt to work despite losing health and eventually dying; it would be nice
if they at least attempt to warm first or if you can set priorities for (work over life) for example.
:
Trading! Certain important resources do not seem to regenerate, dooming the whole tribe in late game. This is why trading is
soo needed, and or a way to sustain the tribe during late game.
:. An interesting concept but the execution is extremely poor.

Car handling is an utter joke - worse than arcade. Just no feel at all. Can't configure the controls either.

. things need to be added and fixed"
1.gameplay is very bad
2.give more camara views
3.make the 11 players in game
4.fixing the overlay
5.add more national teams
6.give option to change the player color and hair style in teams
7.add fouls and panlties
8.add regional cups like ( African cup , Asian, Noorth Aferica, Europe, South America)
9.give more kit option we can use from other teams and change colors
10.have super shoots from outside the box. The future is after pixel babes ^_^. While the idea is fantastic it was just poorly
executed. The isometric 3D camera focused too much on helping the shadow perform their platforming while the other player is
left confused as to where they actually are. The whole game seems too focused on the shadow mechanics and the coop elements
are weak at best.. Fun and oddly addicting!. Not wurf 3$$ whatsoever

this game has given me a scar for life.. I like indie games, but that's the first game I've asked for a refund. The initial idea is
cool, but the implementation is terrible. Also the english used for the dialogs is so bad that I can't believe it's not on purpose. I
don't see it as funny, but more as the developpers making fun of their customers.. Ok for a point and click hidden object game
this one is rather decent.

First the bad parts
"Spolier Alert" There's the live action video characters running around. Which is so early 90tys. It's well done, but definately a
what tha expeperiance when you see a clue photograph with a mix of live action image and oddly drawed fill in characters.
"Spoiler over"

The graphic style looks crude until you realize the heavy white line usage was a stylistic choice.

Now the good parts
It's fun. Nice plot. Like the hidden garden element not typical in hidden object games. The puzzels are med high level, so it's not
a breeze through type. Play is smooth, even if you are backtracting often.
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Overall
If you like hidden object games, I'd rate this one in the top 20. Not the best, but well above the adverage.. This top-down game
impressed me a lot !

I bought it with a coupon but I think it's worth the money anyway !

+ Steam trading cards
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